Let G and H be two simple graphs. A bijection φ : V (G) → V (H) is called an isomorphism between G and H if (φ v i )(φ v j ) ∈ E(H) ⇔ v i v j ∈ E(G) for any two vertices v i and v j of G. In the case that G = H, we say φ an automorphism of G and denote the group consisting of all automorphisms of G by Aut G. As well-known, the problem of determining whether or not two given graphs are isomorphic is called Graph Isomorphism Problem (GI). One of key steps in resolving GI is to work out the partition Π * G of V (G) composed of orbits of Aut G. By means of geometric features of Π * G and combinatorial constructions such as the multipartite graph Π * t 1 , · · · , Π * ts , where t 1 , . . . , t s are vertices of G constituting an orbit of Aut G and Π * t i (i = 1, . . . , s) is the partition comprised of orbits of the stabilizer (Aut G) t i , we can reduce the problem of determining Π * G to that of working out a series of partitions of V (G) each of which consists of orbits of a stabilizer that fixes a sequence of vertices of G, and thus the determination of the partition Π * v is a critical transition. On the other hand, we have for a given subspace U ⊆ R n a permutation group Aut U which is defined as {σ ∈ S n : σ U = U }. As a matter of fact, Aut G = ∩ λ∈spec A(G) Aut V λ , where V λ is the eigenspace of the adjacency matrix A(G) corresponding to λ, and moreover we can obtain a good approximation Π[⊕V λ ; v] to Π * v by analyzing a decomposition of V λ resulted from the division of V λ by subspaces {proj V λ (e e e v ) ⊥ : v ∈ V (G)}, where proj V λ (e e e v ) denotes the orthogonal projection of the vector e e e v onto V λ and proj V λ (e e e v ) ⊥ stands for the orthogonal complement of the subspace spanned by proj V λ (e e e v ) in V λ . In fact, there is a close relation among subspaces spanned by cells of the equitable partition Π[⊕V λ ; v] of G, which enables us to determine Π * v more efficiently. In virtue of that, we devise a deterministic algorithm solving GI in time n O(log n) , which is equal to 2 O(log 2 n) .
Introduction
Let G and H be two simple graphs. A bijective map φ from V (G) to V (H) is called an isomorphism between G and H if (φ v i )(φ v j ) ∈ E(H) ⇔ v i v j ∈ E(G) for any two vertices v i and v j of G. In the case that there is such an isomorphism between G and H, we say that G and H are isomorphic, which is denoted by G ∼ = H. The problem of determining whether or not two given graphs are isomorphic is called Graph Isomorphism Problem (GI).
One of striking facts about GI is the following established by Whitney in 1930s.
Theorem 1. Two connected graphs are isomorphic if and only if their line graphs are isomorphic, with a single exception: K 3 and K 1,3 , which are not isomorphic but both have K 3 as their line graph.
Clearly, the relation above offers a reduction of GI from general graphs to a special class of graphs -line graphs, which accounts only for a small fraction of all graphs. This fact suggests that GI may not be very hard. In fact, GI is well solved from practical point of view and there are a number of efficient algorithms available [9] . Even from worst-case point of view, GI may not be as hard as NP-complete problems. As a matter of fact GI is not NP-complete unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses to its second level [4, 11] . On the other hand, however, we have no efficient algorithm so far for general graphs in worst-case analysis, while for restricted graph classes there are efficient algorithms, for instance, for graphs with bounded degree [8] and for graphs with bounded eigenvalue multiplicity [3] . L. Babai [2] recently declared an algorithm resolving GI for any graph of order n within time exp (log n)
O (1) in worst-case analysis. In the present paper, we develop a machinery for GI from geometric point of view, which enables us devise a deterministic algorithm solving GI for any graph of order n within time 2
O(log 2 n) in worst-case analysis.
In the case that two graphs G and H involved are the same, an isomorphism is called an automorphism of G. Clearly, all automorphisms of G form a group under composition of maps, which is denoted by AutG. Suppose the vertex set V (G) is {1, 2, . . . , n} abbreviated to [n] . Then a bijective map φ on V (G) is a permutation of [n] , and thus the automorphism group AutG is a permutation group of [n] .
There is a natural action of AutG on the vertex set [n] : Iv = v, where I is the identity of AutG, and γ(σv) = (γσ)v for any two permutations γ and σ in AutG. Accordingly, we can obtain a subset {σv : σ ∈ AutG} of [n] , which is called an orbit of AutG. Obviously, the orbits of AutG constitute a partition of [n] , which is denoted by Π as {γ ∈ AutG : γ u i = u i , i = 1, 2}. Clearly, we can continue this process until the stabilizer of the sequence u 1 , . . . , u s is trivial, i.e., (AutG) u 1 ,...,us = {I}.
Conversely, if we have those two groups of partitions Π Let Π be a partition of [n] with cells C 1 , . . . , C t , which is said to be equitable if for any vertex v in C i , the number of neighbors of v in C j is a constant b ij (1 ≤ i, j ≤ t), i.e., the number of neighbors in every cell is independent of the vertex v. Clearly, if S is a subgroup of AutG then the partition of [n] consisting of orbits of S is an equitable one. On the other hand, we can construct a direct graph G/Π from G and its equitable partition Π, which is called the quotient graph of G over Π. The vertex set of G/Π is composed of cells of Π and there are b ij arcs (1 ≤ i, j ≤ t) from the ith vertex to the jth vertex of V (G/Π). For each cell C i (i = 1, . . . , t) of the partition Π, one can build a vector R R R C i , or abbreviated to R R R i , to indicate C i , that is called the characteristic vector of C i , such that the kth coordinate (1 ≤ k ≤ n) of the vector is 1 if k belongs to C i otherwise it is 0. By means of characteristic vectors, we can define the characteristic matrix R Π of Π as (R R R 1 R R R 2 · · · R R R t ). It is not difficult to verify that a partition Π of [n] is equitable if and only if the column space of R Π is A(G)-invariant (see [6] for details).
As well-known, if the partition Π involved is equitable, there is a close relation between eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A(G) and that of A(G/Π). To be precise, specA(G/Π) ⊆ specA(G), and if x x x λ is an eigenvector of A(G/Π), corresponding to the eigenvalue λ, then R Π x x x λ is an eigenvector of A(G), corresponding to λ also, where R Π is the characteristic matrix of Π. Accordingly, we say that the eigenvector x x x λ of A(G/Π) "lifts" to the eigenvector R Π x x x λ of A(G). Moreover all eigenvectors of A(G) could be divided into two classes: those that are constant on every cell of Π and those that sum to zero on each cell of Π. As one can readily see, the first class consists of vectors lifted from eigenvectors of A(G/Π). In other words, if Π = {C 1 , . . . , C t } is an equitable partition and x and y are two vertices of G belonging to the same cell of Π, then e e e x , proj V λ (R R R j ) = e e e y , proj V λ (R R R j ) , ∀ λ ∈ spec A(G) and j ∈ [t],
where R R R j is the characteristic vector of C j and the vector proj V λ (R R R j ) is the orthogonal projection of R R R j onto the eigenspace V λ . As we shall see below, the relation above is also sufficient for being equitable.
Lemma 2. Let Π = {C 1 , . . . , C t } be a partition of V (G). Then Π is equitable if and only if for any two vertices x and y belonging to the same cell of Π, the relation (1) holds.
Proof. We have discussed the necessity of our assertion, so let us show the sufficiency now. Obviously, the vectors R R R 1 , . . . , R R R t comprise an orthogonal basis of U Π , which is the column space of R Π . To prove U Π is A(G)-invariant, it suffices to show that A(G)R R R k (1 ≤ k ≤ t) can be written as a linear combination of R R R 1 , . . . , R R R t . In fact,
In accordance with our assumption, one can readily see that proj V λ (R R R k ) can be expressed as a linear combination of R R R 1 , . . . , R R R t , so is A(G)R R R k .
Clearly Lemma 2 shows us that if Π is an equitable partition and C is a cell of Π, then the projection proj V λ (R R R C ) is in the subspace R Π V On the other hand, R R R C = λ∈spec A(G) proj V λ (R R R C ). Therefore,
(e e e c ), ∀c ∈ C.
This relation reveals that in order to determine the partition Π * G , we only need to work out those subspaces R Π * 
Apparently the partition Π * u composed of orbits of G u is equitable and
. One can readily see that there are for any vertex v of G two possibilities:
It is interesting that there might be some subsets of [n] possessing that relation (5) . Let B be a non-empty subset contained in some orbit T of G, which is called a block for G if either σB = B or σB ∩ B = ∅, ∀ σ ∈ G.
Evidently, any element t of T and the orbit T itself are blocks for G. If the group G has only two such kinds of blocks in T we say the action of G on T is primitive, otherwise imprimitive. On the other hand, the family of subsets {γB : γ ∈ G} forms a partition of T , which is called the system of blocks containing B and denoted by B. The action of G on the system B is said to be regular if for any γ ∈ G, the stabilizer G B fixes γB. Let B 1 , . . . , B m be a sequence of blocks for G such that B 1 B 2 · · · B m B m+1 = T , B 1 is a minimal block and B i is maximal in B i+1 , i.e., there is no block K for G so that B i K B i+1 , i = 1, . . . , m. That kind of sequence is said to be a block family of G. Suppose B i is the block system of G containing B i . We call those systems involved a block system family of G, which is denoted by B 1 B 2 · · · B m . Suppose further that B i 1 , . . . , B ir are those systems in the family such that the action of G on B i j (j = 1, . . . , r) is regular and γ 1 , γ 2 , . . . , γ r are a group of permutations in G such that γ j B i j = B i j and γ j B i j+1 = B i j+1 .
. Accordingly, in order to determine the partition Π * G , we only need to have one partition Π * t and a group of permutations γ 1 , . . . , γ l(T ) in G, where t is an element of a non-trivial G orbit T , which is composed of t 1 = t, t 2 , . . . , t l(T ) , and γ i t = t i , i = 1, . . . , l(T ). Similarly, in order to determine Π * t , we only need to know one partition Π * t,u , which is composed of orbits of the stabilizer (G t ) u , abbreviated to G t,u , and a group of permutations δ 1 , . . . , δ l(R) in G t such that u belongs to some nontrivial orbit R of G t , which consists of elements u 1 = u, u 2 , . . . , u l(R) , and δ i u = u i , i = 1, . . . , l(R). Apparently, we can repeat this process until the partition consisting of orbits of the last stabilizer, which fixes a sequence of vertices of G, is made up of trivial cells only, i.e., the final partition is equal to {{v} :
We call a sequence of vertices u 1 , . . . , u s a fastening sequence of G if u 1 belongs to a non-trivial orbit of G, u i belongs to some non-trivial orbit of G u 1 ,...,u i−1 (i = 2, . . . , s) and G u 1 ,...,us = {1}, where , . . . , Π * y 1 ,...,ys and to know the corresponding relation between cells of partitions in each pair (Π G" to describe the information about the partition Π * G and a series of partitions of [n] associated with a fastening sequence of G.
The Partition
Obviously, all permutations of [n] form a group under composition of maps, which is called the symmetric group of degree n and denoted by Sym [n] , or by S n for short. Each permutation σ in S n can act on a vector u u u = (u 1 , . . . , u n ) t of R n in a natural way:
where R n is the n-dimensional vector space over the real field R. Accordingly, any permutation σ in S n can be regarded, through the action on vectors, as a linear operator on R n . We call a (0,1)-square matrix a permutation matrix if in each row and column there is exactly one entry that is equal to 1. It is easy to check that the matrix P σ of the operator σ with respect to the standard basis e e e 1 , . . . , e e e n is a permutation matrix, where each e e e i (i = 1, . . . , n) has exactly one non-trivial entry on ith coordinate that is equal to 1, and all other entries of e e e i are equal to 0.
Recall that the vertex set V (G) is [n] , so a bijective map φ from V (G) to itself is a permutation of [n] . It is easy to check that φ is an automorphism of G if and only if P
which presents an algebraic way of characterizing automorphisms of G. There is in virtue of eigenspaces of A(G) another way to characterize automorphisms of G.
Lemma 4. Let G be a graph with the vertex set [n] and let σ be a permutation in S n . Then σ is an automorphism of G if and only if every eigenspace of A(G) is σ-invariant.
Recall that the n-dimensional vector space R n is endowed with the inner product ·, · such that
Since the matrix A(G) is symmetric, there is an orthonormal basis of R n consisting of eigenvectors of A(G)
according to the real spectral theorem (see [1] for details).
Proof. We begin with the necessity of the assertion. In accordance with the relation (7), σ is an automorphism of G if and only if P t σ AP σ = A, so for any eigenvector v v v of A corresponding to some eigenvalue λ,
is also an eigenvector of A corresponding to λ, and thus every eigenspace of A is P σ -invariant.
Conversely, let us select an orthonormal basis x x x 1 , . . . , x x x n of R n , consisting of eigenvectors of A such that Ax x x i = λ i x x x i , i = 1, . . . , n. Since every eigenspace of A is P σ -invariant, for every x x x i we have
Consequently, for an arbitrary vector
As a result, P σ A = AP σ , and thus the permutation σ is an automorphism of G.
In accordance with Lemma 4, we can describe automorphisms of G and so the group AutG in terms of eigenspaces of A(G). Let U be a non-trivial subspace in R n . Set AutU = {σ ∈ S n : σU = U }.
For convenience, we denote the right hand side of the equation above by Aut ⊕ V λ . The relation (8) shows us that each eigenspace uncovers some information useful in characterizing the AutG action on [n] . As we have seen, the family of partitions {Π * v : v ∈ [n]} is critical in determining the partition Π * G , so let us see how to gather information about the partition Π * v (λ) of [n] , which is composed of orbits of (AutV λ ) v , where λ ∈ specA(G).
Recall that a linear operator T on R n is said to be an
It is easy to check that a permutation on [n] is an isometry on R n .
Lemma 5. Let T be an isometry on R n , and let U be a subspace of R n . Then the following statements are equivalent.
ii) T • proj U = proj U • T , where proj U is the orthogonal projection onto the subspace U .
iii) There exists a basis
Proof. We first verify that i)⇒ii). Let v v v be a vector of R n . Then there exist uniquely u u u ∈ U and u u u ∈ U ⊥ so that
since T is an isometry and U is an T -invariant subspace. Clearly, the 2nd statement can imply the 3rd one. So now we turn to the last part and show that the 3rd statement implies the 1st one.
Let us first recall a fact that
where u i ∈ R and i = 1, . . . , n. In accordance with the 3rd statement, we have
In accordance with Lemma 5, (AutV λ ) v = {σ ∈ AutV λ : σ • proj V λ (e e e v ) = proj V λ (e e e v )}. Hence, one can easily obtain a partition of [n] relevant to Π * v (λ), which is induced by coordinates of the vector proj V λ (e e e v ), i.e., two vertices belong to one cell of the partition if the coordinates corresponding to them are the same. As a matter of fact, we can work out a refined partition more close to Π * v (λ) in virtue of a geometric feature of AutV λ -region.
Let X be a subspace of R n . As we shall see below, a region of X can be defined in two ways - 
The incidence set of R, which is denoted by I R , is defined as follows:
Furthermore, we define a sign function on the group {b b b i : i ∈ [m]} related to R:
We are now ready to introduce the indicator of R, which is the vector
It is easy to see that the indicator i i i R is contained in R.
Note that we assumed that the region R considered is not contained in any divider involved, but it could be the case that there are some of dividers, b b b
Accordingly we should focus on the division of the subspace X = ∩ i∈ [q] 
Then we could define those four notions relevant in a slightly different way. More precisely, a non-trivial vector s s s j of some divider p p p ⊥ j is said to be a straightforward projection of R if there exists r r r ∈ R so that s s s j = proj p p p ⊥ j (r r r) and θ(r r r − s s s j ) + s s s j ∈ R, ∀θ ∈ (0, 1). We call a divider p p p 
It is easy to see that for any region R of R n with respect to {b b b i : i ∈ [m]}, the key to identifying R is to determine the incidence set I R .
In the case that dim X = 1, there are essentially two regions in X. Suppose x x x is a vector in X of length 1. Then the region R containing x x x degenerates into the set {r · x x x : r ∈ R + } and another region is {r · (−x x x) : r ∈ R + }, so we can use x x x and −x x x to indicate those two regions, and thus we do not need separators or the incidence set of R to distinguish it from another region. It is the division of V λ (λ ∈ specA(G)) carved by the orthogonal projections of the standard basis (OPSB) proj V λ (e e e v ) : v ∈ [n] or by some of them that we are particularly interested in, because one region of V λ with respect to the OPSB is an elementary unit illustrating the action of AutV λ on [n] .
Evidently for any member proj V λ (e e e v ) in the OPSB, there is a region of V λ containing the projection. A moment's reflection would show that the subgroup (AutV λ ) v does not move the region containing proj V λ (e e e v ), so the incidence set of the region must be an union of some of orbits of (AutV λ ) v . Consequently, by carving up V λ layer by layer with regions containing proj V λ (e e e v ), we can obtain a partition of [n] each cell of which is composed of the incidence set of the region relevant.
Let us see how to determine the incidence set of a region. Suppose X is a subspace of R n with dimension larger than 2. Clearly, span{proj X (e e e v ) : v ∈ V (G)} = X. Suppose x x x is a vector in X such that if e e e v ⊥ x x x then e e e v ⊥ X (v ∈ V (G)) and R is a region of X with respect to {proj X (e e e v ) : v ∈ V (G) and proj X (e e e v ) = 0 0 0}, which contains x x x. It is not difficult to see that a vertex v of G belongs to the incidence set I R if and only if ∃v ∈ p p p ⊥ v , where p p p v = proj X (e e e v ) = 0 0 0, s.t., sgn sgn sgn x x x − sgn sgn sgnv = (sgn x x x v ) · e e e v ,
i.e., sgn sgn sgn x x x − sgn sgn sgn
where sgn sgn sgn x x x is the sign vector associated with the vector x x x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) t , which is defined as (sgnx 1 , . . . , sgnx n ) t , and x x x v = x v . The key to seeing the relation (9) is to note that every region is convex.
Lemma 6. Let X is subspace of R n of dimension larger than 2 and let x x x be a vector of X not orthogonal to any non-trivial projection p p p i = proj X (e e e i ), i ∈ [n] . Suppose R is a region of X with respect to {p p p i : i ∈ [n] and p p p i = 0 0 0}, which contains x x x. Then v belongs to I R if and only if sgn sgn sgn proj X (s s s v ) = s s s v , where s s s v = sgn sgn sgn x x x − sgn x x x v · e e e v .
Proof. We first present a simple observation. If u u u is a vector of X, then sgn sgn sgn proj X (sgn sgn sgn u u u) = sgn sgn sgn u u u.
Note that sgn sgn sgn u u u is actually the indicator of one region R 0 u u u of R n carved up by dividers associated with the standard basis. Then u u u ∈ X implies that X ∩ R 0 u u u {0 0 0}, and thus proj X (sgn sgn sgn u u u) ∈ R 0 u u u . Hence sgn sgn sgn proj X (sgn sgn sgn u u u) = sgn sgn sgn u u u, for sgn sgn sgn z z z = sgn sgn sgn z z z ∀z z z , z z z ∈ R 0 , where R 0 is a region of R n .
, sgn sgn sgn x x x − sgn sgn sgnv = sgn x x x v · e e e v , which implies that sgn sgn sgn x x x − sgn x x x v · e e e v = sgn sgn sgnv , i.e., s s s v = sgn sgn sgnv . Therefore sgn sgn sgn proj X (s s s v ) = sgn sgn sgn proj X (sgn sgn sgnv ) = sgn sgn sgnv = s s s v .
On the other hand, because s s s v = sgn sgn sgn proj X (s s s v ) and s s s v = sgn sgn sgn x x x − sgn x x x v · e e e v , it is sufficient to show that proj X (s s s v ) ∈ p p p ⊥ v , which then implies that proj X (s s s v ) is the vectorv we want in the relation (9) .
Note that sgn sgn sgn proj X (s s s v ) = sgn sgn sgn
It is easy to see that in the case that the vector x x x we select is contained in some dividers p p p
of X, the region R containing x x x must be in the subspace
. Then we can employ Lemma 6 for ∩ q j=1 p p p ⊥ k j to find out the incidence set of R.
As pointed above, we have a partition Π[V λ ; v] of [n] built by grouping vertices of G according to regions in V λ each of which contains the vector proj V λ (e e e v ), i.e., each cell of Π[V λ ; v] is composed of the members in the incidence set of the region that contains proj V λ (e e e v ). Then each cell of Π[V λ ; v] is invariant under the action of (AutG) v . There are other relations enjoyed by vertices belonging to the same orbit of (AutG) v , which enables us refine the partition Π[V λ ; v].
Let x x x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) t be a vector of R n . We call the multiset {x 1 , . . . , x n } the type of x x x, which is denoted by {x x x}, and two vectors x x x and y y y are said to be in the same type if two multisets {x x x} and {y y y} are the same. Apparently if two vertices x and y are in the same orbit of (AutG) v then for any eigenvalue λ of A(G), {proj V λ (e e e x )} = {proj V λ (e e e y )} and proj V λ (e e e x ), proj V λ (e e e v ) = proj V λ (e e e y ), proj V λ (e e e v ) , so we can use these two relations to refine each cell of Π[V λ ; v] and then get a better approximation to Π * v (λ). As well-known, A(G) possesses at least 3 eigenspaces except one special case that G is isomorphic to K n , the complete graph of order n. Hence we need to integrate the information represented by partitions
, which is a better approximation to Π * v . We present the detail of how to integrate those partitions in the 1st part of the 3rd section.
On the other hand, by conducting the same operation for each vertex of G, we can obtain a family of partitions To be precise, let i) The subspace span
As we shall see in the 2nd part of 3rd section, this lemma shows us how to assemble those subspaces spanned by cells of Π[⊕V λ ; v] and accordingly how to work out Π * v . As a matter of fact, there are two kinds of combinatorial constructions useful in assembling those subspaces spanned by cells of Π[⊕V λ ; v], which will be presented in the next two sections. In brief, we devise a deterministic algorithm by means of those properties, which solves Graph Isomorphism Problem for any graph of order n in time n O(log n) that is equal to 2 O(log 2 n) .
Blocks for AutG
In the section 1.1, we have seen how to reduce the problem of determining Π * G to that of determining a series of partitions of [n] each of which consists of orbits of a stabilizer fixing a sequence of vertices. The key to achieving that is Theorem 3, so let us first prove the assertion. We begin with a classical result characterizing the relation between blocks and their stabilizers, which explains the reason why blocks are vitally important in finding out a generating set of G.
Lemma 8 (Dixon and Mortimer [5] ). Let G be a permutation group acting on [n] , let B be the set of all blocks B for G with b ∈ B ⊆ T , where T is an orbit of G, and let S be the set of all subgroups H of G with G b ≤ H. Then there is a bijection Ψ of B onto S defined by Ψ(B) = G B , and furthermore the mapping Ψ is order-preserving in the sense that if B 1 and B 2 are two blocks in B then B 1 ⊆ B 2 if and only if Ψ(B 1 ) ≤ Ψ(B 2 ).
According to the relation above, one can easily see that stabilizers of blocks for G play a significant role in generating the group. Lemma 9. Let G be a permutation group acting on [n] and let B be a block for G which is contained in some orbit T of G. Then B is a maximal block if and only if G B is a maximal subgroup of G.
Apparently, the lemma above implies that the action of G on its orbit T is primitive if and only if each stabilizer G t is a maximal subgroup of G, where t is one member of T . Moreover, if
Similarly, in order to generate the stabilizer G t , we first choose one of its non-trivial orbit, and then find the stabilizer G t,u of some element u in the orbit and permutations in G t mapping u to the rest of elements in the orbit. Clearly, this reduction can be proceeded repeatedly until the stabilizer resulted contains the identity only, and therefore we need at most (n − 1) + (n − 2) + · · · + 2 + 1 = n(n − 1)/2 permutations to generate G. Now let us prove the relation that
Proof to Theorem 3. As we have pointed out in the section 1.1,
Moreover it is easy to see that
As to the opposite direction, let us take a vector
. As a result,
On the other hand, it is plain to see that
Recall that our ultimate goal is to decide whether or not two given graphs G and H are isomorphic and in the case of being isomorphic to output one isomorphism from G to H. It is easy to see if we have the information about AutG and AutH, i.e., the information about partitions 
and so forth, then we can efficiently achieve our goal. In the next section we shall present the algorithm A that enables us to reveal the information by means of ⊕V G λ and ⊕V H λ . As one might expect, if G acts on T imprimitively, the structure of G action on T is more colorful, which is illustrated by blocks for G. Moreover, it turns out that minimal blocks for G are crucial for splitting eigenspaces of There are essentially two kinds of blocks for a permutation group, and a non-trivial component
, it is easy to see that y ∈ C[x], and thus
By using the same argument, one can readily see that
In accordance with the first claim, In order to deal with that case, we introduce a binary relation among vertices in T : x ∼ y if Π * x = Π * y . Obviously, it is an equivalence relation on T , so it could induce a partition of T , which is denoted by Π[T ].
Lemma 11. All cells of Π[T ] constitute a block system of G.
Proof. Suppose C s is a cell of Π[T ] containing the vertex s. We pick arbitrarily one vertex y in T \ C s . Let σ be a permutation in G such that σs = y. Then σC s = C s . To show C s is a block for G, it is sufficient to prove that σC s ∩ C s = ∅.
Note that y / ∈ C s , which implies Π * s = Π * y . Consequently, the cell containing s in Π * y cannot be singleton, otherwise G y s = s ⇒ G y ≤ G s . Then G y = G s and thus Π * y = Π * s , which contradicts the assumption that y / ∈ C s . As a result, any member in C s cannot be singleton in Π * y . On the other hand, G y (σx) = (σG s σ −1 ) (σx) = σx for any x ∈ C s , i.e., σx is a singleton in Π * y . Therefore
It is clear that for any γ ∈ G, γC s also belongs to Π[T ] and T = ∪ γ∈G γC s , so Π[T ] is a block system.
Theorem 12. Let G be a permutation group of [n] and let T be an orbit of G. Then the G action on T is primitive if and only if one of two cases below occurs
is a perfect matching consisting of |T | edges, ∀ t , t ∈ T , and |T | is a prime number. In fact, G is a circulant group of prime order in this case. Obviously, the action of G on T is primitive in the case ii).
As to the necessity, one first note that there are only two possibilities for each stabilizer G t : G t {1} or G t = {1}. Because G is primitive, the subgroup G t is maximal due to Lemma 9. Hence for any permutation ξ ∈ G \ {1}, ξ = ξ, G t = G in the second case, which implies that G is a circulant group of prime order.
According to Lemma 11, ∀ t , t ∈ T , G t = G t , provided that G t {1}. On the other hand, the primitiveness of G implies that G t , G t = G. By means of Lemma 10,
Suppose an G-orbit T is composed of s vertices t 1 , . . . , t s . We can use those partitions associated with members of T to construct a multipartite graph Π * t 1
, · · · , Π * ts with s parts, which is similar to the bipartite graph Π * , · · · , Π * ts corresponds to a subset of [n] , so we can regard a component of the graph as a subset of [n] . Furthermore, it is not difficult to see any two members of [n] belonging to distinct orbits of G cannot be contained in the same component of Π Lemma 13. Any component of the graph Π * t 1
, · · · , Π * ts , which is contained in T , is a block for G, and the partition of T induced by components of Π * t 1
, · · · , Π * ts is a block system of G.
Proof. First of all, one can use the arguments in proving Lemma 10 to prove the first assertion. To be precise, it is easy to see that the component C[t] of the multipartite graph containing the vertex t ∈ T is the same as the subset G t 1 , · · · , G ts t, and G t 1 , · · · , G ts t is a block for G. Consequently, σ G t 1 , · · · , G ts t is also a block for G for any permutation σ in G.
Moreover one can readily see that σ C[t] is contained in a component of the graph. Clearly, the vertex σt belongs to σ C[t]. Hence
and thus σ
As a result,
and therefore
. Hence the set of components of the graph restricted on T forms one block system of G. Proof. First of all, it is easy to see that the sufficiency of the assertion holds according to the definition to the graph Π * t 1
, · · · , Π * ts . Let C be a subset of T corresponding to some component of Π * t 1
, · · · , Π * ts . Then {σC : σ ∈ G} is a block system of G due to Lemma 13. Thus to hold the desire, we only need to show the action of G on {σC : σ ∈ G} is regular, which is equivalent to that σ −1 G C σ C = C, ∀σ ∈ G.
Suppose t belongs to C. Then C = G t 1 , · · · , G ts t, and thus G t 1 , · · · , G ts is the stabilizer of C. In accordance with the relation (10), we have
According to the result above, the orbit T of G is contained in Π * t 1
, · · · , Π * ts as one component unless there exists a block system B in T on which the action of G is regular.
The Algorithm
In 1982, L. Babai, D.Yu. Grigoryev and D.M. Mount presented two polynomial algorithms in the article [3] , each of which solves Graph Isomorphism Problem for graphs with bounded eigenvalue multiplicity.
1 Naturally in the case that some of eigenspaces of A(G) are of dimension tending to infinity as n → ∞, we should split those large eigenspaces into subspaces with dimension as small as possible. As shown in the section 1.2, the cells of each partition Π[V λ ; v] (λ ∈ specA(G)) can be used to split the eigenspace V λ .
In the 1st part of this section, we will show how to integrate partitions {Π[V λ ; v] : λ ∈ specA(G)} into one partition Π[⊕ λ V λ ; v] that is more effective in splitting eigenspaces of A(G) [n] . By means of that we assemble in the 2nd part those subspaces singled out for uncovering symmetries in G. In brief, by inputting the decomposition ⊕V λ of R n , our algorithm A outputs the information about G, i.e,. the partition Π * G and a series of partitions of [n] associated with a fastening sequence of G.
Splitting Eigenspaces of A(G)
Recall that the type of the vector x x x is the multiset {x 1 , . . . , x n }, which is denoted by {x x x}. Apparently if two vertices x and y are in the same orbit of G v then for any eigenvalue λ of A(G), {proj V λ (e e e x )} = {proj V λ (e e e y )}
and proj V λ (e e e x ), proj V λ (e e e v ) = proj V λ (e e e y ), proj V λ (e e e v ) .
As we have seen in the introduction, there is another geometric tool also useful in determining the partition Π * v -region, so we employ all of them to work out an approximation to Π * v . Obviously there are two cases relevant to be dealt with.
(a) In the case that there are some of vectors in the OPSB onto V λ that are orthogonal to proj V λ (e e e v ), set I 0 = {x ∈ [n] : proj V λ (e e e x ) ⊥ proj V λ (e e e v )}. Next, we examine types of those projections corresponding to vertices in I 0 , and then we group members of I 0 so that two vertices x and y belong to the same cell if {proj V λ (e e e x )} = {proj V λ (e e e y )}. Each cell of the partition of I 0 resulted is said to be a thin cell with reference to V λ . Evidently, each cell resulted is G v -invariant.
1 In order to obtain the decomposition ⊕V λ = R n , one needs to calculate eigenvalues and eigenspaces of A(G) first, the complexity of which (within a relative error bound 2 −b ) is bounded by O(n 3 + (n log 2 n) log b) (see [10] for details).
( i. Find out the incidence set of the region R containing proj V λ (e e e v ) by means of Lemma 6.
ii. Group vertices in I R according to their types and angles relevant, i.e., two vertices x and y belong to the same group if they enjoy the relations (11) 
where R is the region of V λ, [n] \I 0 containing proj V λ (e e e v ). This fact is quite useful in splitting big cells as we shall see in the next part.
ii) Note that a partition Π[V λ ; v] is related to the eigenspace V λ , so we can use all those partitions to obtain a global one Π[
. Let Π 1 and Π 2 be two partitions of [n] . Then
iii) Let C be a cell of Π[⊕V λ ; v] which is not a singleton, and set V λ,C = span {V λ : C} that is the subspace spanned by {proj V λ (e e e x ) :
where 
and the sum vector
} (e e e x ) = 0 0 0, where R λ [C] is the region of V λ,C with respect to {proj V λ,C (e e e x ) : x ∈ C} such that the incidence set
In the case that a thin cell C, when embedded in V λ,C , is not balanced, we refine C further through a series of regions relevant to V λ,C V λ,Πv with respect to {proj V λ,C V λ,Πv (e e e x ) : x ∈ C}, each of which contains the sum vector above. The process of doing so is the same as we group vertices of G through a series of regions relevant to V λ containing proj V λ (e e e v ), i.e., the process of working out Π[V λ ; v].
In general case, if a cell C is not balanced when embedded in V λ,C , then we first refine C according to inner products { proj V λ,C (e e e x ), i i i R λ [C] : x ∈ C} and then to the sum vector involved through the process that is the same as what we did in dealing with a thin cell.
Apparently, it is possible that after having carried out the operation iii), some of cells of the resulted partition Π[⊕V λ ; v] violate the relations (11) and (12), where proj V λ (e e e v ) is replaced with the sum vector relevant, or Π[⊕V λ ; v] is not equitable now. Then we go back and carry out the operations i), ii) and iii) again. Repeat this procedure so that the resulted partition cannot be refined further through those three operations, and then we call the partition output a balanced partition of [n] and denoted it still by Π[⊕V λ ; v].
Let S be a subset of [n] . Set V λ,S = span {V λ : S}, where λ ∈ specA(G) . We say S forms a complete configuration if ∀λ ∈ specA(G) and ∀s ∈ S, proj V λ,S (e e e s ), proj V λ,S (e e e x ) = proj V λ,S (e e e s ), proj V λ,S (e e e y ) , for any two members x and y in S \{s}. One can readily see that if S is a complete configuration then the action of Aut (⊕ λ V λ,S | S) on S is the same as the action of SymS on S, where Aut (⊕ λ V λ,S | S) stands for the permutation group of S that preserves each V λ,S invariant. For instance, if [n] [n] close to Π * G that is composed of orbits of G.
Clearly, if two vertices u and v are in the same orbit of G then there is an automorphism σ such that σΠ * u = Π * v , i.e., there is a bijection between cells of Π * u and of Π * v . On the other hand, it is not difficult to verify that the way of splitting [n] and working out Π[⊕V λ ; u] and Π[⊕V λ ; v] induces a corresponding relation between cells of two partitions, which is denoted by φ uv . Accordingly we define a binary relation among vertices of G: u ↔ v if ∀C i , C j ∈ Π[⊕V λ ; u], and ∀λ ∈ specA(G),
where {proj V λ (R R R C i )} | C j stands for the subset of {proj V λ (R R R C i )} consisting of coordinates of the vector proj V λ (R R R C i ) corresponding to the subset C j . Clearly, the relation '↔' is an equivalence one, so we have a partition of [n] 2) In the case that the vertex x belongs to some non-trivial component of the bipartite graph Π[⊕V λ ; x], Π[⊕V λ ; y] , we examine all such components for every y ∈ S and use one of those components B of minimum order to split S.
It is obvious that if both of two cases occur, we should select the subset B of minimum order to split S.
ii) Notice that B is used at this stage to approximate a minimal block for G, so we can use some feature enjoyed by minimal blocks to give a further check on B. Set
Recall that Π[⊕V λ ; x] is an approximation to Π * x , so according to Lemma 10 and 11, there are two cases: . Thus we can easily figure out a group of permutations of B, which is denoted by P. It is plain to see that each permutation in P can actually be regarded as an operator on the subspace ⊕ λ span {V λ : B}, where span {V λ : B} is spanned by vectors {proj V λ (e e e u ) : u ∈ B}, for it naturally acts on vectors proj V λ (e e e u ) : u ∈ B in the way defined as (6) . Hence by checking whether or not each subspace span {V λ : B} (λ ∈ specA(G)) is invariant under the action of P, we can easily determine the group Aut (⊕ λ span {V λ : B} | B) and the structure of its action, where Aut (⊕ λ span {V λ : B} | B) stands for the permutation group of B that preserves every subspace span {V λ : B} invariant, λ ∈ specA(G).
On the other hand, if B is a minimal block for G, then the action of G B on B is primitive. Accordingly, if the action of Aut (⊕ λ span {V λ : B} | B) on B is not primitive, we select one of minimal blocks for Aut (⊕ λ span {V λ : B} | B) and denote it by B.
(b) For any vertex y in B \ {x}, the bipartite graph Π[⊕V λ ; x], Π[⊕V λ ; y] , when restricted on B, is connected. In order to decide whether or not B is a good approximation in this case, we construct a directed graph PBG(B) and check if it enjoys a simple feature.
First of all, let us present one fundamental property that should be enjoyed by the graph we shall construct. It is clear that if x and y belong to the same orbit of G, there is a corresponding relation between cells of Π *
x and of Π * y . In fact, suppose T x is an orbit of G x and σ is a permutation in G so that σx = y. Then σT x belongs to Π * y , and if γx = y (γ ∈ G) then γT x = σT x . Obviously, that map from Π * x to Π * y is a one to one correspondence which we use to construct a direct graph associated with a minimal block for G.
Let K be a minimal block for G and b a member of K. Apparently K = {σb : σ ∈ G K }. Let T b be an orbit of G b which is contained in K. The block graph BG(K) with the pair (K, {σT b : σ ∈ G K }) possesses the vertex set K, and there is an arc from αb to βb, i.e., αb → βb, if βb is in α T b , where α and β belong to G K . Suppose w ∈ T b such that βb = αw. Note that for any permutation γ ∈ G K ,
Hence γ is an automorphism of the direct graph BG(K). Consequently if
σ ∈ G K s.t., σb ∈ T b then b → σb → σ 2 b → σ 3 b → · · · → b,
which implies that there is a strong component in BG(K). Moreover, it is easy to check that any strong component of BG(K)
is a block for G. In fact, suppose P is a strong component of the graph and γ a permutation in G K . Then γP is also a strong component, and thus γP ∩ P = ∅ ⇒ γP = P . As a result BG(K) is strong connected since K is a minimal block for G.
We are now ready to build the direct graph PBG(B), called pseudo-block graph, which is similar to BG(K). Suppose E(x) is a cell of (Π[⊕V λ ; x] | B). The graph PBG(B) has the vertex set B, and its arc set is determined by {φ xy E(x) : y ∈ B}, where φ xy stands for the corresponding relation between cells of two partitions Π[⊕V λ ; x] and Π[⊕V λ ; y] induced by the procedure of outputting those two partitions. More precisely there is an arc from u to v, i.e., u → v, if v is in φ xu E(x).
Note that PBG(B) can be constructed with any cell E(x) of (Π[⊕V λ ; x] | B), which is not equal to {x}, so we select one of them with minimum order to build the graph. Since Π[⊕V λ ; x] is an approximation to Π * x , the direct graph PBG(B) would be strong connected. If it is not the case, we split B into pieces corresponding to strong connected components of PBG(B) and select one of components of minimal order as B.
Recall that if a subset S of [n] forms a complete configuration then the action of the group Aut (⊕ λ V λ,S | S) on S is the same as the action of SymS on S. Hence, it is not necessary to construct PBG(B) for revealing the structure of Aut (⊕ λ span {V λ : B} | B) action if B forms a complete configuration, and therefore the cell E(x) we select to build PBG(B) must be of order less than |B|/2.
iii) Clearly if B is a non-trivial block for G, then the partition Π * B consisting of orbits of G B is equitable, for the stabilizer
is a proper refinement of Π * G that is also an equitable partition, the characteristic vector R R R B of B has a non-trivial projection onto the subspace Y λ,Π * G for some λ ∈ specA(G), i.e., In summary,
Now let us see how to use those partitions we have erected to decompose eigenspaces of A(G). We first decompose each V λ (λ ∈ specA(G)) by the uniform partitionΠ[⊕V λ ]:
. As a result, in order to uncover the structure of the G action on V λ , we need to decompose the subspace Y λ,Π[⊕V λ ] further. Suppose S 1 , . . . , S t are cells ofΠ [⊕V λ 
Aut ⊕ λ X λ,S i , where Aut ⊕ λ X λ,S i stands for the permutation group of [n] such that each subspace X λ,S i (λ ∈ specA(G)) is invariant under the action of those permutations contained in the group. In accordance with our definition of the subspace X λ,S i , Aut ⊕ λ X λ,S i is determined by its action on S i . Hence, we can deal with subspaces ⊕ λ X λ,S 1 , · · · , ⊕ λ X λ,St one by one. In fact, there is a simple relation among those subspaces that can simplify our work.
Lemma 15. Let Π be an equitable partition and C 1 and C 2 two cells of Π none of that is a singleton.
Then for any two vertices u 2 , v 2 belonging to C 2 , proj span {Y λ,Π : C 1 } (e e e u 2 ) = proj span {Y λ,Π : C 1 } (e e e v 2 ) if and only if span{Y λ,Π : C 1 } ⊥ span{Y λ,Π : C 2 }, where the subspace span{Y λ,Π : C i } (i = 1, 2) is spanned by vectors {proj Y λ,Π (e e e x i ) :
Proof. First of all, one should note that because Π is equitable, our assumption that |C i | ≥ 2 (i = 1, 2) implies that span{Y λ,Π : C i } is not trivial for some eigenvalue λ, i.e., span{Y λ,Π : C i } = 0 0 0.
It is easy to see the sufficiency is true, since if span{Y λ,Π : C 1 } ⊥ span{Y λ,Π : C 2 } then proj span {Y λ,Π : C 1 } (e e e y 2 ) = 0 0 0, ∀y 2 ∈ C 2 .
As to the necessity, the key fact is that for any vertex
. Notice that our assumption is equivalent to that for any two members u 2 and v 2 of C 2 , proj Y λ,Π (e e e x 1 ), e e e u 2 = proj Y λ,Π (e e e x 1 ), e e e v 2 , so we have proj Y λ,Π (e e e x 1 ), |C 2 | · e e e u 2 = proj Y λ,Π (e e e x 1 ),
e e e z 2 = proj Y λ,Π (e e e x 1 ), R R R C 2 = 0.
Consequently, proj Y λ,Π (e e e x 1 ), e e e y 2 = 0, ∀y 2 ∈ C 2 .
In accordance with Lemma 15, if there is an eigenvalue λ of A(G) so that X λ,S i is not orthogonal to X λ,S j (i < j), S j must be split into as least two parts due to projections {proj X λ,S i (e e e x j ) : x j ∈ S j }, so we can first work out the group Aut ⊕ λ X λ,S i and then use the information to find symmetries represented in ⊕ λ X λ,S j . The detail of that process will be presented in the next part. As a matter of fact, we may also employ S j to split X λ,S i in this case, for the subspace span {X λ,S i : S j } is Ginvariant according to Lemma 5. Hence if span {X λ,S i : S j } X λ,S i , then we can decompose X λ,S i into two subspaces span {X λ,S i : S j } and its orthogonal complement in X λ,S i , which makes our work of determining Aut ⊕ λ X λ,S i more efficiently.
In the case that ⊕ λ X λ,S i ⊥ ⊕ λ X λ,S j , we can first deal with those two subspaces separately and then incorporate the information about Aut⊕ λ X λ,S i and Aut⊕ λ X λ,S j to obtain Aut⊕ λ X λ,S i ⊕X λ,S j . More precisely, suppose S i 1 , . . . , S i l are cells of the partitionΠ[⊕V λ ] such that i k (k = 1, . . . , l) is the minimum integer in {1, . . . , t} s.t., X λ,S i k ⊥ ⊕ k−1 j=0 X λ,S i j , where X λ,S i 0 = X λ,S 1 . Let us make a further assumption that if there is a cell S j inΠ[⊕V λ ]\{S i 0 , . . . , S i l } such that X λ,S j is not orthogonal to some subspace X λ,S i k (0 ≤ k ≤ l) then span X λ,S i k : S j = X λ,S i k , otherwise we can decompose the subspace X λ,S i k in the way explained in the last paragraph. As a result,
where the subspace Z λ,S 1 is the orthogonal complement of
It is plain to see that we can decompose Z λ,S 1 by means of subspaces not orthogonal to some of subspaces X λ,S i 0 , . . . , X λ,S i l in a way similar to that of decomposing Y λ,Π[⊕V λ ] . By repeating this process, we can ultimately obtain an orthogonal decomposition for Y λ,Π[⊕V λ ] .
As to those subspaces contained in the first part, there are two possibilities:
In this case Aut ⊕ λ X λ,S ip has no impact on Aut ⊕ λ X λ,S iq and vice verse, so we can deal with those two subspaces ⊕ λ X λ,S ip and ⊕ λ X λ,S iq separately. In order to determine the group Aut ⊕ λ X λ,S ip ⊕ X λ,S iq in this case, we need to compare the effect of Aut ⊕ λ X λ,S ip action on S j with that of Aut ⊕ λ X λ,S iq action on S j . As we have seen in the 2nd section, to do so we only need to compare a series of partitions consisting of orbits of stabilizers, each of which fixes a sequence of members of S j , so that can be down efficiently. Now let us see how to cope with the subspace X λ,S 1 . Due to our discussion above, we assume that span {X λ,S 1 : S j } = X λ,S 1 or 0 0 0, ∀j > 1, so we cannot decompose X λ,S 1 further by means of S j . Recall that the equitable partition Π[⊕V λ ; B] (x ∈ S 1 ) is built for refiningΠ[⊕V λ ] in the case that B S 1 , so we can use the partition to decompose X λ,S 1 :
where Y λ,S 1 ,ΠB is the orthogonal complement of the first subspace in X λ,S 1 . It is easy to see that
is an G B -invariant subspace, so is Y λ,S 1 ,ΠB . Consequently, in order to uncover the structure of the G B action on X λ,S 1 , we need to decompose the subspace Y λ,S 1 ,ΠB further.
Since B may represent a block for G, there could be a block system of G containing B as one member. More precisely, one can obtain, by carrying out first two operations of outputting Π[⊕V λ ; B] on the rest of members of S 1 , not only one subset B but a group of subsets B 1 = B, B 2 , . . . , B q of S 1 . L i (i = 1, . . . , c) In brief, we can obtain the following by means of the operations outputting (15):
] is a refinement of (Π[⊕V λ ; z] | B). If the latter is refined properly by the first one, then we can decompose those subspaces X λ,S 1 ,B,C z 2 , · · · , X λ,S 1 ,B,C z l further for some of eigenvalues of A(G).
Assembling Subspaces
Recall that S 1 , . . . , S t are cells ofΠ[⊕V λ ] such that |S 1 | ≤ · · · ≤ |S t |, so if t ≥ 2 then |S 1 | ≤ n/2, and thus each subspace X λ,S 1 (λ ∈ specA(G)) is of dimension not more than n/2. Accordingly we can first determine the group Aut ⊕ λ X λ,S 1 and then use the information to deal with the rest of cells. 
where λ ∈ specA(G). Proof. We assume that span{⊕ λ X λ,v,m−1 :
, so those three subspaces are orthogonal to each other. Consequently, for any w ∈ C v m , proj V λ (e e e w ) = proj V λ,Πv (e e e w ) + proj Z λ,v,m (e e e w ),
and thus proj V λ,Πv ⊕ X λ,v,m−1 (e e e w ) =
is the characteristic vector of the subset C v m . Let p p p λ,u denote the projection proj V λ (e e e u ), u ∈ [n]. It is easy to check that for any vertex
). We first consider a simple case. On the other hand, sinceΠ [⊕V λ As one can readily see, Lemma 7 holds in more general case. LetΠ be an uniform partition of [n] and S some non-singleton cell ofΠ we need to split. SinceΠ is an equitable partition, the eigenspace V λ can be decomposed as RΠV We first consider the 2nd case and then use the machinery developed for that case to deal with the 1st one.
There are due to Lemma 7 two possibilities. 
} is of dimension q − 1, and therefore the group Aut span{proj
, so the eigenspace V λ can be decomposed as follows:
Accordingly, in order to determine whether or not proj V λ (e e e u i ) and proj V λ (e e e v i ) are symmetric in V λ , where u i and v i belong to E B i , we only need to determine whether or not there is a permutation γ of E B i so that γ Y λ,i = Y λ,i and γ proj V λ (e e e u i ) = proj V λ (e e e v i ), while in order to determine whether or not proj V λ (e e e u i ) and proj V λ (e e e u j ) (i = j) are symmetric in V λ , where u i ∈ E B i and u j ∈ E B j , we only need to determine whether there is a permutation γ of E B i ∪ E B j so that γ V λ = V λ , γ Y λ,i = Y λ,j and γ proj V λ (e e e u i ) = proj V λ (e e e u j ).
As a result, we need only to focus on relations among members in E 
2) span
, λ ∈ specA(G), so we can single out one more subspace Z λ,x,m of Y λ,x which is the orthogonal complement of X λ,x,m−1 . Consequently we have for each eigenspace an orthogonal decomposition 
iii) ∃ i, j ∈ [q] s.t., s s s i and s s s j do not belong to the same orbit of Aut ⊕ λ X λ,x,m−1 .
Hence, if C x m is an orbit of G x , it must be split into at least two equal parts by grouping its members according to projections, i.e., proj 
where d denotes the longest distance from x to other vertices in DPBG(B). Now let us see how to determine Π * x , the partition of [n] composed of the orbits of G x , by virtue of the distance between x and the rest of vertices. Since each subspace X λ,x,m−1 (λ ∈ specA(G)) is spanned by {proj X λ,x,m−1 (e e e u ) : u ∈ N + 1 (x)}, the dimension of X λ,x,m−1 is less than |B|/2 ≤ n/2, so we can determine in a reductive way the orbits of Aut ⊕ λ X λ,x,m−1 and a series of partitions of [n] associated with a fastening sequence of the group.
Let t be an out-neighbor of x and set Z (1) λ,x,t = span Z λ,x,m : N + 1 (t) . We determine the partition of [n] composed of the orbits of Aut ⊕ λ Z (1) λ,x,t and a series of partitions of [n] associated with a fastening sequence of the group. Next we conduct a test for consistency of actions of Aut ⊕ λ Z (1) λ,x,t and of Aut ⊕ λ X λ,x,m−1 t for every t in N + 1 (x). To be precise, we need to determine the partition of [n] , which is composed of the orbits of the group Aut ⊕ λ Z (1) λ,x,t ∩ Aut ⊕ λ X λ,x,m−1 t , and a series of partitions of [n] associated with a fastening sequence of the group. Note that each member of N + 1 (t) has a representative in ⊕ λ X λ,x,m−1 , so this could be done efficiently. The group resulted is denoted by
λ,x,t . Let r be a vertex in N + 2 (x) and let Z (2) λ,x,r denote the orthogonal complement of the subspace span Z λ,x,m : N
λ,x,t in span Z λ,x,m : N + 1 (r) . We determine the partition of [n] consisting of the orbits of Aut ⊕ λ Z (2) λ,x,r and a series of partitions of [n] associated with a fastening sequence of the group. Again we need to conduct a test for consistency of actions of Aut ⊕ λ Z (2) λ,x,r and of Aut ⊕ λ X λ,x,m−1 t,r for every r in N + 2 (x). The group resulted is denoted by Aut ⊕ λ,t,r X λ,x,m−1 ⊕ Z
λ,x,r . One can readily see that by repeating the process above for each u ∈ N + k (x) (k = 2, 3, . . . , d), we can finally obtain the information about G x .
2.2) ∃s
proj ⊕ λ X λ,x,m−1 (e e e w ) = s s s i .
Clearly, we need the information about Aut ⊕ λ X λ,x,m−1 in dealing with the subspace ⊕ λ Z λ,x,m , so we first determine that reductively. Furthermore, one can readily see that if C x m is one of orbits of G x then those subsets proj 
2.2A)
In this case, each subspace Z λ,x,m (λ ∈ specA(G)) could be decomposed as an orthogonally direct sum ⊕ q k=1 Z λ,x,s s s k , so we can employ the machinery developed for dealing with the case 1) to work out the information about the group Aut ⊕ λ Z λ,x,m , i.e., the information about the partition of C , which is similar to the case 2).
As In what follows, we assume none of cases listed above occurs. Clearly there are again two cases.
(1.1) ∀ x 3 , y 3 ∈ C x 3 , proj ⊕ λ X λ,C x
2
(e e e x 3 ) = proj ⊕ λ X λ,C x
(e e e y 3 ).
Obviously, if the partition of C possesses at least two orbits, where u 2 is a vertex C x 2 . We use T u 2 (C x 3 ) to denote the one of the minimum order, so |T u 2 (C
Complexity Analysis
As we have seen in the first two parts of this section, the algorithm A outputs, by inputting the decomposition ⊕V λ , the information about G. Let f (n) denote the number of computations involved by carrying out A . Now we analyze the complexity of the algorithm.
First of all, it is routine to check that the number of computations involved for obtaining two partitionsΠ[⊕V λ ] and Π[⊕V λ ; B] is bounded above by n K for some integer K. Suppose the adjacency matrix A(G) possesses t distinct eigenvalues. We shall prove by induction on n that f (n) ≤ n C log n , where C is a constant not less than max{K, 4}. Let us first consider those three cases relevant to the restriction thatΠ[⊕V λ ] = {[n]}, B = [n] and |C x m | > n/2. One can readily verify the assertion for n less than 4. We assume the assertion holds for any positive integer not more than n − 1. 1) Let p stand for the order of each cell E B i , where i = 1, . . . , q and q ≥ 2. Consequently, n = p · q and thus
According to the inductive hypothesis, f (p) ≤ p C log p . Hence
C log p ≤ n C log(n/2) = n C log n /n C .
As a result, f (n)/n C log n ≤ n (1+K)−2C + n 2−C ≤ 1.
2) Recall that Π[⊕V λ ; x] = {C 
According to the inductive hypothesis, f (s) ≤ s C log s ≤ (n/2) C log(n/2) . Hence
As a result, f (n)/n C log n ≤ n (1+K)−2C + (2/n) C+1 · n 4−C ≤ 1.
2.
2) It is easy to see that in the case 2.2A), we can use the argument used in dealing with the case 1) to prove the assertion, so let us consider the case 2.2B). Suppose the order of the subset proj −1 s s s i is equal to p, where 1 ≤ i ≤ q.
